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How to use any Blockchain?



All You Need IS A Wallet

0x06a5E553082a8d369Bb08d90ce797E155d546e9d

8da4ef21b864d2cc526dbdb2a120bd2874c36c9d0a1fb7f8c63d

7f7a8b41de8f

Your Private Key

https://debank.com/profile/


MetaMask is the most common and powerful tool of choice.



What are smart contracts and dApps?

pragma solidity ̂ 0.4.0;

contract SimpleStorage {
    uint storedData;

    function set(uint x) public {
        storedData = x;
    }

    function get() public view returns (uint) {
        return storedData;
    }

}
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What is the meaning of the term ‘DeFi’?

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is a system by which financial 
products become available as Decentralised Applications 
(DApps), making them open to anyone to use, rather than 

going through middlemen like banks or brokerages. 



Centralized Financial System vs. DeFi





Centralized Payments System vs. Decentralized
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Why more secure?

● No centralized control and no human factor - all account balances 
and transaction information stays on the shared memory of the 
blockchain, which is basically a program.

● No limitation of access - transactions and assets are available 
24/7.

● No need of managed exchanges and transaction facilitators, thus 
removed inefficiency.

● Opacity - All mechanics and transactions of the DeFi financial 
services are open source and available to the public.

● No need for customer support 
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Risks for the Blockchain Payments

● Smart Contract Risk - logic error in the code or an economic 
exploit in which an attacker can withdraw funds from the 
platform beyond the intended functionality. 
Mitigation: Educated Users, Community Audited Contracts

● Custodial Risk - here are three types of custody: self, partial, 
and third-party custody. All of them could be exploited.
Mitigation: Follow Custody Procedures and Best Practices

● Scaling Risk - blockchains are limited to a low number of 
transactions at a high cost
Mitigation: Solutions like Lightning Network



Time for more 
questions!

Reach out on Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/christo-peev/


